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FIGURE 1.1 OBJECTIVES 

New word How to spell How form a sentence What it means 

Xenophobia X- zay

E- elephant

N-new York

O- oliver

P-Philips

H-honour

O-orange

B-banana

I- island

A-airline

xenophobia

As a foreign aid 

volunteer, you should not 

have a case of 

xenophobia that hinders 

you from socializing with 

people

A dread or dislike of 

anything or anyone 

foreign, especially 

people from other 

cultures and races



FIGURE 1.2 ANTICIPATED PROBLEMS 

New word How to spell How to form a sentence 

using correct 

punctuation

Meaning of  the word

Patriarchy P- pat

A-airline

T- tea

R-ray

A- animals

R- race

C-cat 

H- honour

Y- year

patriarchy

Feeling entitled to 

power, leadership and 

control is a general 

description of patriarchy. 

A society in which men 

hold most of all the 

power. 



PRESENTATION FIGURE 1.3



FIGURE 1.4

New words meaning How to form a sentence Synonyms 

Anxiety A feeling of worry, 

nervousness, or unease 

about something with 

an uncertain outcome. 

There was anxiety in her 

voice.

Worry

Yearning

longing

Applicant A person who applies 

for something, for 

example job or 

scholarship.

The job applicant must 

have good verbal skills.

Candidate

Competitor

Interviewee

Beggar A person, typically a 

homeless one, who lives 

by asking for money or 

food. 

I gave a beggar R50 for 

bread yesterday morning 

in town. 

Adorn

Sanctify 

Surrender 

Cherish Protect and care for 

something or someone 

lovely.

Hold on something 

dear. 

I cherish every moment I 

spend with my family and 

friends. 

Adore

Love 
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CONTINUATION OF FIGURE 1.4

• From previous slide are flash cards of punctuation marks, its clearly explained 

how they used in a sentence. 

• Punctuation marks are used in writing to separate sentences and their 

elements and to clarify meaning. 

• They make written communication simple and easy to understand especially 

reading. 



FIGURE 1.5 



FIGURE 1.5 CONTINUATION

• For novel reading refer to:

• War room prayer is a powerful weapon

• A novelization by CHRIS FABRY

• Based on the motion picture by ALEX KENDRICK AND STEPHEN KENDRICK

• I used page 65 for example 



FIGURE 1.6

• Homework

1. Fix errors in the following sentences:

Sipho to school goes

University Likuwe attend

2. Come up with at least ten new words, come up with meaning, form a sentence 

and write synonyms. 


